
Getting Started Guide

7 simple steps to be print ready:
1. Activate Your Coder
2. Setup Print Sensor
3. Verify Product Detection
4. Set Line Speed
5. Select Line Direction
6. Choose Ink Density
7. Create Your First Code

TC12 Inkjet Date Coder



Get The Most Out Of Your New 
TC12 Inkjet Date Coder

Get ready to experience a remarkably simple way to produce high-quality date codes for your primary 
or secondary packaging with the Redimark TC12 inkjet date coder. Designed with CPG manufacturers 
of ready-to-eat food, candy, beverages, household goods, and personal care - that use mostly flat and
dry packaging - in mind.

Simply Smarter Way to Code

Enjoy an easier and more efficient coding and marking 
experience.

• Don’t guess, get notified when ink is running low or out
• Quickly access saved codes with RediNetTM cloud connect
• Prevent code errors with the intuitive, easy-to-read TC12 display

Simply Powerful Print Features

Take advantage of all of the TC12 coder’s print features, perfect 
for fast-moving consumer goods production lines.

• Date code printing up to 400 ft./min
• Package tracking with lot and batch code capabilities
• More prints per hour with hot swappable ink



Activate Your Coder

Ready, set, let’s get coding! 
Coder activation links your new TC12 inkjet date coder to the RediNet cloud and your Redimark account 
allowing for data backups, monitoring, coder-specific notifications, and faster customer support and 
troubleshooting.
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1. Plug coder in to power source.

3. Enter in User Name and Password for Online Activation through RediNet (suggested)
or select “Offline Activation” at the bottom right of the display screen.

2. Select time zone.

? Looking for your User Name and Password info? 
It is your Redimark account login information that was emailed to you after your first 
Redimark purchase. Can’t find it in your inbox…no worries, just email 
support@redimark.com and we’ll get you all setup! 

***Not all features are available with offline activation. 



Activate Your Coder (cont.)

Offline activation.
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? Don’t see ”activate offline” option? 
Try turning the coder on and off again. 

Your activation code is the letters “AC” added to the coder’s serial number which 
is located on the back of the touchscreen (starts with the #29).

Example:
If the serial number is 290000123 your activation code would be AC290000123.

1. Enter in activation code: 

Recommended only if you are outside a 3G coverage area and cannot do online activation. 
Some features will not be available with offline activation, but don’t worry you can still connect to the 
cloud after activating offline. 



Setup Print Sensor

Internal or external…that is the question. 
The TC12 inkjet date coder comes with a built-in internal sensor and a port to plug in an external sensor. 
You just need to tell the coder which sensor to use when coding.
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1. Tap on settings, located at top of the touchscreen controller.  

Tip: When in doubt where to find 
something, start in Settings. You can find 
the majority of the TC12’s features and 
options here! 



Setup Print Sensor (cont.)
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Distance from Center of Print Head 
This is only applicable if you selected the 
external sensor option. Here you would enter the 
physical distance from the external sensor to the 
center of the TC12 print head.

3. Select the print sensor type you want to 
use (internal or external).  

Invert Sensor Signal 
This is only applicable if you selected the external sensor 
option. Check for dark operate mode or if your sensor 
cannot be switched between dark and light operate 
mode.

2. Tap on the coding tab. 

Note: Two more options appear      
when you select external. 



Verify Product Detection

Marco…product Polo!
Let’s make sure the sensor selected in the last step is detecting your package.  
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?

1. Select the status tab.

3. If you see green, you are good to go! 

2. Pass your product past the sensor.

? What if I am not seeing green? 
• Try moving your product closer to the sensor. 
• Go back to step two and make sure the correct 

sensor is selected.
• Contact support@redimark.com for help. 

Internal Sensor
• You want to see the four green circles light up. 

External Sensor
• You want to see the one green circle light up. 



Set Line Speed

Manual, automatic…or encoder?
The better the line speed measurement the better the product detection and print quality. 
The TC12 inkjet date coder gives you three different line speed measurement options: 
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Let the TC12’s internal product sensor automatically detect the line speed.

Set the exact line speed your conveyor is moving at. 

Let the attached encoder detect the line speed. 

Suggested if you don’t know your line speed. 
Not recommended if using an external sensor and/or have an inconsistent line speed. 

Recommended by our product experts for best detection.  
Also the best option when using an external product sensor. 

Suggested when using an encoder to detect inconsistent line speeds. 
Measurement changes to pulses per foot when this option is selected.  

Fun Fact: You can see which option is 
selected in the Status tab. 

Manual: 

Auto: 

Encoder: 



Set Line Speed (cont.)
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1. Tap on the coding tab.

3a. Tap the + and –
buttons to increase or 
decrease line speed. 

3b. Tap on the speed 
window to type in the 
speed.

2. Select the line speed 
type by tapping on auto, 
manual, or encoder.



Set Line Direction

Pick product direction of travel.
Let the TC12 inkjet date coder know which direction to print.
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Automatic line direction detection using TC12’s internal sensors.

Left-to-right travel of your product. 

Right-to-left travel of your product. 

Tip: The directional view is referenced by looking 
from the back of the print head towards the front 
where the ink cartridge extrudes. 

Note: Quality of the first few prints will be slightly diminished as it takes a few product passes 
for automatic detection of direction of travel. 

Auto: 

:

:



Set Line Direction (cont.)
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2. Select one of the three options, auto, right-to-left, or left-to-right.

1. In Coding tab. 



Choose Ink Density

How dark do you want your mark?
The ink density controls how dark your print will appear on your packaging. 
The higher the percentage of ink density/output the darker the print. 
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1. In the Coding tab. 

2. The TC12 ink density 
is automatically set 
to100%. To reduce the 
density just tap on the 
square with the % 
matching your desired 
print shade. 



Create Your First Code

Step right up to the template. 
Now that you have setup your TC12’s initial print settings, you can start creating date codes. 
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1. Go back to the main screen by 
tapping close in the upper right 
hand corner of the previous screen.

2. Tap on Create Codes. 

3. Select your desired template. 



Create Your First Code

Just tap it in. 
After you’ve selected your template, tap the line of code you wish to edit first. 
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Easily reposition the 
text inside the print 
area with your finger. 
Just tap and drag it 
into position. 

Set how far from the edge of 
the package you want your 
print to start. This is the distance 
that the product will travel after 
detected by the sensor before 
the print head triggers code 
printing. 

Need to print your code upside 
down? No problem, just check 
this box. 

You can adjust the ink density 
for just this individual code.

After you’ve got your 
code exactly how 
you want it, tap next. 



Create Your First Code

Add it to your code library. 
Easily find this code in the future by adding an image, name, description and helpful notes.
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Take a product selfie with 
the Redimark App. Then 
tap ”set product image” 
to select uploaded 
product images. 

Add a description of the code. 
Example: Time and date   
stamp for specific product. Add any notes you want visible when viewing 

from the code library. 
Example: Set to print upside down.

1. Select save. 

2. Name your code.

3. Congratulations…
you’re now ready to print! 



Customer Success Team

You don’t have to go it alone. 
Have questions or need assistance getting your TC12 date coder up and printing? We’re here to help!   

?
support@redimark.com redimark.com/chat

800.770.REDI


